TRAVEL SOLUTIONS
PAYMENTS BANKING

Prepaid Travel Cards | Multi-Currency Debit Solution
Companion Cards
With travel solutions that help issuers offer flexible funds, rewards, and card controls, traveling
confidently just got easier. Create deeper, more loyal customer relationships with i2c’s travel
solutions.

Maximizing Traveler Choices
Today’s traveling consumers want convenient payment options that traverse borders and currencies
with ease. Issuers rely on i2c for reliable, scalable, and global solutions that create richer
experiences for customers who travel abroad.
The i2c Prepaid Travel Card solutions make it easy for customers to plan and manage spending
while abroad. Consumers can lock exchange rates ahead of time, and cards can be replaced in the
event they are lost or stolen.
The i2c Multi-Currency Debit solution provides safe, secure access to a checking account while
traveling. Issuers can achieve ‘first mover’ market advantage with a unique debit offer that supports
multiple currencies and purses off of a single card.
Companion Cards – issued virtually or via plastics – help card or account holders easily share value
while managing usage and spending.
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Key Benefits
Convenience
Predictable Budgeting for Planned Travel Needs
Transparent Exchange Rates and Fees
Always Up-to-Date Balances

Safety and Security
Vigilant Payment Safeguards
Transaction Transparency and Safety

Mobility
Convenient Mobile and Web Interfaces
Payment and Account Management Across Devices

Travel Support
Multiple Purses and Currencies
Extension of Value to Companion Cards

i2c Travel Card Solutions
Build Better Cardholder Relationships
Build brand loyalty and attract high-value customers with payment solutions designed specifically for
travelers. Built on the i2c global payments processing platform, the i2c Travel Card solutions scale
easily and offer cross-border support immediately, including such features as multiple purses and
currencies, advanced card controls and alerts, as well as best-in-class reliability and security.
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Features
Convenient Access to Multi-Currencies
Multiple currencies and purses on a single account
Virtual accounts, tokens, optional cards
Locked-in exchange rates

Companion Cards
Extend value to companions
Consumer spending and usage controls

Digital/Mobile Engagement
Immediate access/P2P transfers
Personalized coupons and others
Real-time alerts

Brand Value
Better customer experiences and higher retention
Build brand across online, mobile, IVR platforms

Security
Guaranteed global payment security and reliability
Enhanced EMV® chip card protection

Management
Easy web or mobile administration

Smart Migration
‘Zero defect’ migrations managed by expert staff
i2c has the payment solutions that help issuers’ travel card programs stand out from the crowd.
Swiftly build, test, and launch card programs that offer immediate cross-border support. Give your
customers the confidence and convenience that comes with a brand they trust—no matter where
they go in the world.

100 Redwood Shores Parkway, Suite 100, Redwood City, CA 94065

+1.650.593.5400 | connect@i2cinc.com
www.i2cinc.com
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